Stampin’ Template - 3 Layered Squares Card
Use this template when you only want to use a small amount of DSP.

Supplies Needed
• 3 squares of 2” x 2” Designer Series Paper
• 1 x 4 1/4” Basic White or a neutral cardstock
• 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” card base coordinating cardstock
• Coordinating stamp set for background images
• Small greeting image
• Punches and scraps for focal point
• Embellishments or ribbon

Directions
1. Stamp a small greeting image on the White cardstock strip near the left edge.
2. Stamp a background image along the bottom of the card front using the same
color ink as the card base (tone on tone stamping).
3. Decide how the three squares of DSP are going to layer on the card front.
One of the squares should be the “main” pattern and coordinate with the
other two patterns. Mix and match designs. Polkadots and stripes or plaid
patterns coordinate well with other patterns.
4.Decide where the greeting strip will be on the card front without adhering it
just yet.
5.Attach the DSP square that is to go on the bottom layer and adhere to card
front. This one should be about 1/4” from the right edge of the card and 1”
or so from the top of the card.
6. Layer the next DSP square offset from the Tirst one and adhere so that when
you adhere the greeting strip it will be underneath it. This will be about 1/2”
from the left edge of the card. Then attach the greeting strip over it.
7. Attach the third DSP square over the greeting strip and offset over the other
two squares.
8. Stamp and punch or die cut an image or two to pop up as accents. Add
embellishments as desired!
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